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In any game, performing in the right way at the right time is one of the keys to taste success. This
is equally true when it comes to the competitive examinations. It’s doesn’t matter, how much
technically sound one is, but it always matters how one performed in the competitive
examination. The purpose of the competitive exam is not only to judge ones’ talent but also to
test ones’ management and planning skills. For effective management and planning, knowing the
entire structure or skeleton of the examination question paper and its history is very essential.
Knowing the above facts and looking at the yester years data reflecting the inclination of students
towards Higher education, particularly for M. Tech through GATE, Training and Placement Cell
(T &P Cell) arranged a session for the students of B. Tech (Agricultural Engineering): Second Year
and Third Year. The sessions theme was “GATE QUESTION PAPERS - STRUCTURE ANALYSIS” on
12th April 2022.
T&P cell along with a team of GATE aspirant students Mr. Yash Dave (2nd Year), Mr. Patel Kevin
Kumar Ashok Bhai (4th Year) prepared a preliminary analysis report of GATE question papers with
the following details:





Prepared data base for last 16 years of question papers
Change in the question paper patterns
Ranking the specialized subjects based on the weightage in the question papers
Later on, subject wise topics from which most of the questions are appearing in the GATE
question papers
 At the end, semester wise + subject wise topics were segregated.
In the entire process, it was ensured that, a student who is a GATE aspirant can start his
preparation right from his admission and can have a clear track of each topic that appears in
GATE during his every day classes.
The session started with the introductory remarks from Dr.D.K. Vyas, Head of the Department,
Renewable Energy Engineering.
The analysis was presented to the students of 2nd and 3rd Year (B. Tech Agricultural Engineering)
by Er.J. Sravankumar, Training and Placement officer. The session was concluded by collecting
the feedback from the students which enables the T&P cell to know its students better and
counsel as per their needs.
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